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The Clang of the Forge.

Words by HENRY VAUGHAN.

(Bass)

Allegro maestoso. PAUL RODNEY.

Piano.

Alllegretto con moto.

1. The furnace fires are
2. The harvest moon is

shining Thro' the darkness clear and bright,
rising And the reapers pass along,

For the jovial smith is
As home to the peaceful
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working At the village forge to-night. Look up! how the sparks are
village They go with a jocUND song. But the smith must still be

flying, The iron is all a-glow: Clang! Clang! the
working, The sparks fly all around: Clang! Clang! the

anvil rings, Clang! Clang! the hammer swings, With steady beat and
hammer swings, Clang! Clang! the anvil rings Till the hills give back each

slow, With steady beat and slow.
sound, The hills give back each sound.
Allegretto vivace.

1. 2. Ding! dong! Join in the song, Hammer and anvil bright!

Work and sing, Make the hills ring With the clang of the forge to

night! Ding! dong! Join in the song, Hammer and anvil

bright! On mountain and lake The echoes awake With the
clang of the forge, With the clang of the forge

to-night!

(Echo)

2 of the forge to-

night!

(\textit{Echo})
There lies the warmth of summer. (Es liegt der heisse sommer)—High in G (D to G) Low in E (B to E)

Like Stars in Heaven.
Love Song—Medium in F (C to F)

Love's Way—Medium in D♭ (D♭ to F)
Song of the Cup, Drinking Song—Low in D (A to D)
Spring Greeting—Waltz Song with Violin ad lib.—High in A (E to A)